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GUY GRIFFITHS
PETER JONES

In his long career in the Royal Australian Navy, Guy Griffiths
participated in its emergence from Depression-era stricture, preWorld War II, to its reinvention in the 1950s and 60s as a capable
middle-power force centred on aircraft carriers in the missile age. In
this time, he personally experienced the RAN’s darkest days in the
face of the Japanese onslaught and its fi nest hour in the Philippines
Campaign of World War II, and its close involvements in the Korean
War and then the Vietnam War. He witnessed the realities of war in
positions of increasing responsibility.
Guy Griffiths: The Life & Times of an Australian Admiral is the
authorised biography of Rear Admiral Guy Griffiths AO, DSO, DSC,
RAN.
A very thorough and highly readable account of Guy Griffiths’ life
and achievements.’ – Peter Masters, Australian Defence Magazine
‘Peter Jones has produced a highly readable, interesting and
informative biography of one the RAN’s more highly decorated
and capable officers. In doing so he has also shone a light on the
history of the RAN, in both war and peace, during the time of Guy
Griffiths career.’ – Greg Swinden, Australian Naval Institute
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MELBOURNE CIRCLE
NICK GADD

Over two years, writer Nick Gadd and his wife Lynne circled the
city of Melbourne on foot, starting at Williamstown and ending
in Port Melbourne. Along the way they uncovered lost buildings,
secret places and mysterious signs that told of forgotten stories
and curious characters from the past. Soon after they completed
the circle, Lynne passed away from cancer. Melbourne Circle is
the story of their journey, a memoir, and a stunning meditation on
personal loss.
‘What a gem this book is! Oddity, wonderment, weirdness: these
splendid essays reveal a marvellous Melbourne most of us have
never encountered before. This is a psychogeography dense with
vernacular history, humane detail, and from beneath the shadow
of grief, love.’ –Gail Jones, author of Five Bells and
The Death of Noah Glass
‘“Psychojogging” and the pleasures of walking.’ – interview with
Hilary Harper on Radio National, Life Matters
‘Marvellous Melbourne: the books that capture our city and its
life.’ – The Age/Sydney Morning Herald
‘Very special book. Just read it, and then take to the streets and
walk with the same spirit of enquiry.’ – Sophie Cunningham,
The Age
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FIORENZA
BRUNO LETI

Born in Italy and arriving here in
1951 aged 10, Australian artist
and frequent traveller Bruno
Leti re-visited Florence in 2019
and was captivated once again
by the trio of ancient buildings
clustered at the city-centre.
His photographic details of
the distinctive, geometrically
patterned stonework of the
Cathedral, Baptistry and
Campanile have inspired a
stunning series of twenty large
abstract prints, produced
in editions of five, which are
featured in this publication. The
book also includes a history of
the buildings and sketchbook
images made by Leti during his
most recent visit to beautiful,
historic Fiorenza.
‘The publication is for Florence
aficionados, art lovers and particularly print-makers. Bruno’s
twenty prints make you see the
architecture in a new way.’
– Carol Dance,
Sydney Art Guide
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